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Summer Career Exploration at the Genesee County Parks
Summer 2018 is full of new things at the County Parks!! This summer marked the
second successful year of Environmental Science
Career Exploration Camp! Students gained knowledge
and skills in 10 different environmental science career
fields, including Environmental Planning and
Sustainability, Wildlife Biology, Soil and Water
Conservation, Invasive Species Management,
Environmental Conservation Law Enforcement,
Forestry, Agricultural Stewardship, Herpetology and
Environmental Education. Professionals from fields of
environmental sciences gave part of their day to teach
campers outdoor tasks that they use in their line of
work. Huge thanks to Paul Hess of Iroquois National
Campers meet K9 officer Handley
Wildlife Refuge, Brad Mudrzynski of CC Environment
and Planning, Brittany Hernon of WNYPRISM, Lewis
Tandy of ACORNS, Molly Cassett, Tim Welch and Jared Elliott of the Genesee County
Soil and Water Conservation District, Garrett Koplun and Volunteer Joe Macgee of
NYSDEC Forestry, Jeff Post of Post Farms, Dave Degoyer and Jim Seiler of the Western
New York Crop Management Association, and ENCON Officers Fay Fuerch, Gary
Wilson, and Shawn Dussault and K9 officers Handley and Ski of the NYSDEC for
sharing their time, knowledge and expertise with the next generation of
conservationists!
2018 was also the 5th
summer of Camp Hard Hat at
the Genesee County Park &
Forest!! Twenty-two students
entering 8th, 9th and 10th
grades made up Camp Hard
Hat Class of 2018. Working
as a team, they left their
mark and made a huge
difference by building raised
wooden walkways for the
General Conservation Trail.
These wooden walkways are
beautiful and functional, and
include a bench for enjoying
Camp Hard Hat Class of 2018
the quiet view and taking a
rest. In addition to
completing this project for the community, campers used math, process-thinking
skills, and battery-powered tools to improve their community while learning about
careers in Building Trades. See the WHAM13 News Story about Camp Hard Hat at this
link: https://foxrochester.com/news/good-morning-hannah/camp-hard-hat-studentsunveiling-community-project . Parents, family and friends of the campers attended the
dedication of the wooden walkways on the last day of camp. Camp Hard Hat is
presented in partnership with Genesee County Parks, Recreation & Forestry, ACORNS,
the Business Education Alliance of Genesee County, the Business
Education Council of Wyoming County, and GVEP Batavia Building Trades
Instructors Rich Monroe and Jared Radesi. For more information on Camp
Hard Hat, visit https://www.beagenesee.com/summer-career-exploration
-camps. Thanks to all the volunteers, staff and sponsors who made this
camp possible!!
Along with ACORNS celebrating graduations and weddings this summer,
Shannon, our Conservation Education Program Coordinator, married Matt
Lyaski on June 1st. Her last name has changed from Morley to Lyaski.
The newlyweds live in Chili with their nine tomato plants.

See inside for info on ticks, upcoming events and details on what’s
new at the County Parks!
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Pictures of Spring

A fawn trying to avoid being seen by participants of
our Nature Photography Program!

A red-backed salamander found by first graders
during a Forest Habitat Investigation!

Lee and preschoolers from Pavilion smell the
pleasant aromas of Garlic Mustard leaves.

A student and her new diving beetle larvae friend!

Batavia High Schoolers playing a game of “Oh, Deer!”
after participating in a BioBlitz!

Our new bluebird nest boxes have some
expecting tenants!
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Lee Johnson–Student Conservation Association
Environmental Education Assistant/Volunteer Coordinator Intern
Greetings, everybody! For those who do not know, my name is Lee Johnson and I am (sadly) nearly finished
with my time as Genesee County Park & Forest’s first Student Conservation Association intern! During my time
here, I served as the Park’s Environmental Education Assistant, as well as the Volunteer Coordinator for the
ACORNS and Park volunteers. I began my position on May 15th and my tenure will conclude on August 4th,
constituting a 12-week stint in which I wore many hats for the Park and its volunteers. For those who do not
know, this is my second time working for Genesee County Park & Forest (GCPF) as an intern, with my previous
term here taking place between January and July of last year. I have been an active member of the ACORNS
since October 2016.
I graduated from Batavia High School in 2013 and went on to procure an associate’s degree in Natural
Sciences from SUNY Genesee Community College (GCC). After leaving GCC, I was unsure of what my next
step should be. It was during this period of uncertainty that I discovered the ACORNS and signed up to be a
member in the fall of 2016. A few months later, I would find myself working for the Park as an intern through
AmeriCorps, a nation-wide, federally-funded, civil society program that acts as a sort of domestic Peace Corps.
During my time working and volunteering for the Park, I have had the pleasure of meeting the incredible staff
and group of volunteers that make the Park a prized gem of Genesee County, offering beautiful scenery and
memorable programs to the community. It was also during my first spell as the Environmental Education
Assistant that I discovered the pleasure I received from instructing and working with children. This helped me
determine what the next major step in my life that previously proved so evasive should be. Since completing
my first term at GCPF, I have finished my first year of schooling at SUNY Geneseo as I pursue a degree in
Childhood with Special Education. Only two more years to go (plus two more years after that for my master’s
degree)!
I have an eclectic list of interests, with the natural world obviously being one of them. I have always enjoyed
the outdoors, but it was not until middle school in which topics like evolution and ecology became prime
fascinations for me. And what better way to observe the grandeur of these scientific fields than working at a
place like GCPF? I have developed a penchant for reading and I marvel at the craft of writing and I hope to
one day publish a book of my own. Soccer is my absolute favorite form of physical recreation and I thoroughly
enjoyed this summer’s World Cup (though I am still disappointed the United States did not qualify for the
tournament). Volleyball has also recently become a hobby of mine! If you know any fun, competitive leagues
to participate in, please point me in their direction. I have always been enamored by music, from cinematic
scores to alternative rock to rap, and my musical interests continue to expand and evolve.
While my time as an intern draws to a close, I still remain excited to see what the remainder of my term has in
store for me. It was my goal to provide volunteers with as many opportunities to assist with Park programs
and events as possible and to enhance your volunteering experience in any way that I could and I hope I
accomplished done that. The ACORNS is a wonderful group of truly generous, compassionate, and impassioned
people and it is thanks to your amazing work that GCPF can continue to deliver meaningful programs to its
guests, especially its young ones. Thank you for your fantastic work and for taking the time to find out a little
more about me. Hopefully by the end of my second term here I will have learned more about you.
Sincerely,
Lee

Lee Johnson, SCA Intern
Seedlings
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Invasive Species Management at Genesee County Park & Forest—by Brittany Hernon
Invasive species cause ongoing challenges for large-scale land managers as well
as homeowners. While many are working to control widespread invasive species
such as buckthorn, knotweed and Phragmites, Western New York Partnership for
Regional Invasive Species Management (WNY PRISM) is working equally as hard
to detect and manage newly emerging invasive species. These early detection,
high priority species are found in only a few locations within a region but are well
positioned to become the next Phragmites. At the early detection stage
management can be extremely effective at controlling and potentially even
eradiating the species. The goal is to prevent them from becoming wellestablished and joining the long list of invasives that require significant time,
effort and funding to manage every year.
Slender false brome (Brachypodium
sylvaticum) is one of these early
detection invasive species. This
species has recently been found at
Genesee County Park & Forest.
Slender false brome is a highly
invasive grass that forms dense
clumps which crowd out native
Slender false brome infestation at
plants. This leads to loss of
Genesee County Park & Forest.
biodiversity and degraded natural
areas. Slender false brome can produce up to one hundred seeds per
plant and seeds are easily spread by hikers, mowing equipment and
deer. WNY PRISM is leading a collaborative effort, the Great Lakes
Slender False Brome Working Group, to address the threat posed by this
species. The Working Group is conducting surveys to see where slender
false brome is growing, implementing management studies to learn how
to control this species, and using education and outreach to prevent this
grass from spreading to new locations.

Boot brush stations, similar to this one
constructed at Tifft Nature Preserve, will be
built at Genesee County Park & Forest.

One way you can help with these efforts is by learning how to identify
slender false brome and how to distinguish it from other grasses.
Slender false brome forms bunches of arching bright green leaves that
retain their color into the fall. The stems and leaves of this plant are
covered in tiny hairs that are visible when held up to the light. Its
flowers droop noticeably; they begin to appear in July and can persist
throughout the fall. If you find this species while hiking along the trails
or on your property, please report it to Brittany Hernon, Great Lakes
Slender False Brome Working Group Project Manager, at
hernonba@buffalostate.edu.

This summer, management studies
will occur on a large slender false
brome infestation at Genesee County Park & Forest. Studies will involve
conducting vegetation surveys in the area and then removing the slender false
brome clumps using four different methods. Flagging and other survey
equipment will be used in portions of the park and WNY PRISM staff may be
seen working around the trails.
In addition, two boot brush stations, with information on slender false brome
and other invasive species, will be constructed as a spread prevention measure.
A heavy-duty brush will be fastened to the base allowing visitors to remove dirt
and mud from their shoes. Seeds of invasive species can get caught in the
treads of footwear and spread to other locations, so cleaning boots is essential.
Be on the lookout for these boot brush stations and try them out when hiking at
Genesee County Park & Forest!
To learn more about slender false brome and use the early detection reporting
protocol to provide information on this species, visit www.wnyprism.org.
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Tiny hairs on the sides of
slender false brome leaves.
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Nature in the Classroom—by Lee Johnson
As the United States grows increasingly more urban, the use of nature in public schools can improve the effectiveness of
education and provide healthy experiences to children. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 80.7% of the American
population resided in urban areas in 2010, up 1.7% from the year 2000. The urban population in the US and across the
globe is expected to continue on this upward trend for the foreseeable future. As expected, the percentage of children
occupying urban localities mirrors that of the total population at 81.9%. Because so many American children inhabiting
cities and suburbs, most of the nation’s schools located in metropolitan areas. With a swelling urban population of
students at a time when the natural world is under siege from deforestation for farmland, rapid loss of biodiversity,
anthropogenic climatic change, and unrelenting suburbanization, it is imperative, perhaps now more than ever, that
teachers of all grade levels incorporate environmental studies and integrate sensations of nature into their classroom. By
why? And how?
In order to meaningfully address and curb the effects of pressing environmental issues, as well as prevent future crises,
we need an informed populace; one that understands the complex and interconnected nature of current environmental
dilemmas, as well as one that acknowledges our inherent permanent relationship with the environment. Teachers are
then given the responsibility of instilling a sense of environmental appreciation into children at a young age so that this
appreciation has the opportunity to grow and evolve into palpable activism. It is only through direct action conducted by
masses of cognizant, impassioned people that we may halt and reverse our current course. Additionally, multiple
separate studies have demonstrated the beneficial effects spending time outside and in nature has on children’s health
and development.
The second question of how teachers effectively familiarize their students with the natural world is a bit more difficult to
provide a clear, direct answer to. The underlying challenges teachers face in including environmental education into their
curriculum are many– the feeling that they do not have time to fit such studies into the their syllabus other than during
science lessons, the actual lack of time to take their students outdoors, and the aforementioned fact that many students
and schools are located in urban neighborhoods, where access to green spaces is limited. Perhaps, then, if teachers
cannot feasibly bring their students to nature, they can bring nature to their students. Classrooms can be decorated with
pieces of the natural world. Teachers can keep potted plants by the classroom’s windows and have the students water
them to teach them of the importance of plants to our own wellbeing. A class pet could be kept and taken care of by the
students to teach them of animal life’s necessities and of personal responsibility. Photographs, paintings, and other
artwork inspired by natural landscapes can hang prominently on the walls, including artwork produced by the children.
Rocks, clay, sand, plant matter, bones, fossils, feathers, animal pelts, and other natural objects can be accessible to
students in the classroom to manipulate and interact with. Teachers can model sustainable practices by offering and
promoting recycling, turning off electrical appliances when they are not in use, using old materials for new projects, and
investing in energy efficient classroom appliances like Light Emitting Diode (LED) light bulbs. If possible, teachers and
their students can help create a school garden, plant a tree, or install a birdfeeder on school property. If this is not
within the realm of possibility, teachers can present each student with seeds and pots of soil to grow their own plants
with, or the materials to construct their own small birdfeeders to use at home. These are but a few ideas of how to inject
the environment into the classroom.
But with rigid state standards to adhere to, how can teachers infuse natural studies with subjects like mathematics,
social studies, and English Language Arts? It may not be as difficult as it seems. Maths and sciences are inherently
linked and so drawing connections between the two proves a relatively simple task. Students can examine the symmetry
of a butterfly or a snowflake. The Earth, the moon, the sun, and other celestial bodies can be used when discussing
three-dimensional forms. The height, width, and circumference of a tree can be measured to teach unit conversion. If
teaching simple arithmetic like addition and subtraction, educators can use natural objects like seeds or stones to
provide a visual demonstration.
Much like maths and sciences, humans and the natural world are intertwined, providing fascinating and important topics
to deliberate during social studies units. Examples include pondering on how different ancient cultures were influenced
by their geography and discussing the natural history of the place you live and how humans have affected the landscape.
Considering the ways different governments are addressing contemporary environmental challenges, like rising ocean
levels and air pollution, can provide material for civics lessons.
Humans have always been inspired by nature’s divine beauty and her unforgiving austereness, and this stirring of
emotions has brought about countless novels, poems, paintings, drawings, songs, photographs, and films to be admired
and studied as a part of the English Language Arts curriculum. One could assign students to read a book about plants as
a part of their reading comprehension lesson, or allow the students to select an animal of their own choosing to research
and write a paper on. Introducing different forms of poetry by having students construct poems about a natural
phenomenon could provide a good starting point for composition.
Schools are more than institutions in which students are taught academic subjects. Schools are very much the
mechanism by which a culture’s values, morals, and social conventions are instilled into that culture’s children. If the
United States wishes to proclaim itself as a land of opportunity, then it should take every possible step to ensure its
youth, from urban and rural areas alike, are given the knowledge, resources, and sense of valor they will require to
tackle our present environmental crises. Public education will be one of our greatest tools in this effort.
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ACORNS Adventures
Learning, Helping, and FUN!
This spring has been full of wild ACORNS adventures!
The ACORNS assisted with the cleanup of DeWitt Recreation Area in Batavia as a part of our Earth Day celebrations! Not
only did the volunteers help community members clean up the park, but they also assisted with arts and crafts activities
and conducted fun and educational outdoor games for young ones! The day ended with a hike around the lake, led by the
ACORNS’ own George Squires!

Left: A well deserved lunch for some
hard-working volunteers after cleaning
up DeWitt Recreation Area during our
Earth Day celebration!
Right: One of the many caring cleaning
crews that helped remove trash from
around DeWitt Pond for our Earth Day
celebration!

When spring finally arrived, so too arrived ample opportunities for volunteers to brush up on their Genesee County Park
& Forest knowledge through our Volunteer Training Days. Our first spring training day instructed new volunteers on how
to teach and assist with our spring school programs so that we may offer meaningful educational experiences to the
community’s youth. Volunteers then got to experience a Morning Birding Walk led by Paul and Shelia Hess, in which
participants learned of the many birds that make their home in GCPF. Special thanks to Paul and Shelia for sharing their
expansive knowledge and for leading such an enjoyable hike. Volunteers had a second opportunity to embark on an
informational trek when George Squires led participants on a Geology, Forestry, and Black Creek Watershed Hike through
GCPF. George taught volunteers about the Forest’s and the Park’s history, covering topics such as tree plantations,
timber harvesting, the Park’s geological history, and the Black Creek watershed. Thank you to George for allocating some
of his immense knowledge of the Park to his fellow volunteers.

Left: Something catches the eyes of
the ACORNS on their Morning Birding
Walk led by Paul and Shelia Hess..
Right: ACORNS president, Julia, gives a
thumbs up while kayaking on Lake
Cayuga in the Montezuma Wildlife
Refuge (mentioned below).

To round out the season, the ACORNS enjoyed their 3rd annual kayak outing to Montezuma
Wildlife Refuge! Kayaking and canoeing were not the only items on the itinerary that day, as
volunteers also sampled locally-made wines at the Montezuma Winery and were given a tour of
noteworthy landmarks within the historic refuge.

Left: The ACORNS are all smiles in
front of Jay Seaman’s bald eagle
sculpture after kayaking/canoeing
and sipping on some wine at
Montezuma Wildlife Refuge and
Montezuma Winery.
Right: Volunteers enjoy a relaxing
time on the beautiful Cayuga Lake
during the ACORNS’s 3rd annual
kayak outing at Montezuma Wildlife
Refuge.
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Meet the ACORNS

(Association for the Conservation Of Recreational and Natural Spaces)
The ACORNS is the volunteer group formed to support the Genesee
County Parks by assisting with environmental programs and park
maintenance, offering recreational opportunities and promoting the parks.
ACORNS Board of Directors:
Julia Garver, President
Sarah Balduf, Vice-President
George Squires, Treasurer
Jerome Gentry, Secretary
Charlie Augrom
Sam Leadley
Daisy Klein
Bill Moon

Members:

Lynn Hessley

George Squires

Marilyn Abdella

Kathy Jensen

Pete Stanbridge

Norm Argulski

Ellie Jinks

Dave & Sandy Steele

Charlie Augrom

Lee Johnson

Jim Tallie

Sarah Balduf

The Kent Family

Lewis & Bonnie Tandy

Pam & Steve Brady

Daisy Klein

The Vandenbosch Family

Tom & Linda Clark

Jeff & Prescilla Langdon

The Wagner Family

Guy & Patricia Clark, Jr.

Sam & Ester Leadley

Kathie Woika

Bart & Sue Dambra

Tami & Pete Loftus

Nick Zinni

The Denson Family

Shannon Lyaski

Pam Zola

Barbara & Mike Easton

Glenn Merrill

Marjorie & Jim Fulmer

Bill & Connie Moon

Dave & Marcia Gann

Terri & Michael Muehlig

Kathy Gilhooly

Paul and Emma Osborn

Julia Garver & Joe Ruh

Kathy Owen

Mary Ann Gately

Kathleen Purcel

The Gentry Family

Josh Roman

Nancy Gerspacher

Sandra Ruffino

Kathy Gilhooly

Jim Schmitt

Peggy Grayson

Steve Scott

Janis & Stuart Hempel

Clare & Ron Sloat

*If your name is not on this list, it
is time to renew your
membership! To renew or become
a member, please contact Bill
Denson, ACORNS Membership
Specialist at
wdenson@rochester.rr.com.*
ACORNS meetings are held every 4th
Tuesday evening of the month. Check
website for location.
ACORNS website:
http://acorns.shutterfly.com

RUN FOR THE ACORNS 2018
Sunday, September 30th
ACORNS is looking for a few great volunteers to
help out and have fun! Contact us at

https://runfortheacorns.shutterfly.com
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Tick Control in Our Parks
*This article is a condensed version of one found on the website of Parks & Trails New York and use of
their article was granted to us with their permission. Read the full article at https://www.ptny.org/
newsandmedia/e-news-1/2018/06/tick-control-state-parks and check out the rest of their website!

Deer Tick. Photograph obtained from https://www.puresolutions.com/talking-ticks-deer-tick-life-cycle/

For many people, warm weather in New York is something to be treasured and taken advantage
of while it’s here. People host cookouts, ride their bikes, play in the park, and try to spend as
much time outside as they can before the cold fronts return. Humans aren't the only animals that
become more active as temperatures increase. Ticks also enjoy the balmy conditions and it is
important to remember to keep an eye out for them while spending time outdoors.
On May 15th of this year, Governor Cuomo announced an initiative to combat Lyme and other
diseases spread by ticks by controlling tick populations on public lands and through increased
public awareness. This endeavor is a collaboration between the Department of Health,
Department of Environmental Conservation, and the New York State Office of Parks Recreation
and Historic Preservation (OPRHP).
OPRHP’s Integrated Tick Management provides the guidance for the management of ticks in state
parks and historic sites. In addition to new habitat management techniques to minimize exposure
of visitors to ticks, and increased public outreach and education, OPRHP also recommends
implementing methods to control tick populations. Different methods target ticks attached to
deer and ticks attached to small rodents (which are generally responsible for infecting ticks with
the bacterium that causes Lyme disease). Neither of these methods hurt the deer or rodents, but
will kill the ticks attached to them.
As with any public health issue, public education and outreach are vital to preventing the
contraction of disease. OPRHP will continue to post tick warning signs at state parks and will
distribute information and materials to hunters through their hunting permit program. The DEC
will also distribute information utilizing various widely accessible sources.
Visitors of public lands need to take active measures themselves to ensure their safety while
being outside. Some simple things you can do to protect yourself from ticks include tucking pant
legs into socks or boots and shirts into pants, using insect repellent, walking in the center of
trails, and doing a full-body tick check at the end of the day. Let’s enjoy the warm weather while
it lasts, while protecting ourselves from tick bites. As they used to say in the cartoons—knowing
is half the battle!
Seedlings
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Free Fishing Day and the Kendra Haacke Memorial
Fishing Derby at DeWitt Recreation Area
Free Fishing Day and the fifth annual Kendra
Haacke Memorial Fishing Derby were a great
time outdoors at DeWitt Recreation Area! On
June 23rd, over 80 people spent time fishing
at the park, with 44 kids competing in the
Kendra Haacke Memorial Fishing Derby. The
event was a part of New York State’s
Department of Environmental Conservation’s
Free Fishing Weekend, during which no
fishing license is required to partake in the
joys of the sport.

Nice catch!

Common fish caught included rock bass,
bluegill, and perch. Prizes were presented to
the boy and the girl who caught the biggest
fish. The event drew in families from 10
cities and towns throughout Western New
Showing a panfish catch!
York, from Rochester to Lancaster. Fishing
poles were provided through a generous
grant bestowed by Cabela’s of Cheektowaga, with tackle and bait
donated by Smith’s Great Outdoors, formerly known as Hunters
Landing.
Friendly fishing guides were on hand to assist novice fishers with
assembling poles, baiting hooks, casting lines, and reeling in fish. All
participants were awarded with fishing tackle prizes and each derby
winner received a new rod and tackle box. The winners of the derby
were Chloe Lutrell, age 8, with a 13-inch bass, and Jose Vanegas, age
16, with a 9.25-inch sunfish.

The winners of the Kendra
Haacke Memorial Fishing
Derby with their prizes.

Each year the derby is sponsored and organized by the OakfieldAlabama Lions Club. This year’s derby was made possible through a
partnership between Oakfield-Alabama Lions Club, the Genesee
County Park & Forest, the ACORNS, Cabela’s, and Smith’s Great
Outdoors! Thank you to everybody who donated their time, energy,
equipment, and knowledge to ensuring an enjoyable experience for
everybody who participated!

Helpful, happy volunteers from the Oakfield-Alabama
Lions Club and the ACORNS!
Seedlings

Participants of Free Fishing Day and the
Kendra Haacke Memorial Fishing Derby.
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Kayaking at
Dewitt Recreation Area
31 people joined in the fun with Kayaking at DeWitt Recreation Area on Saturday July 21st!
After a brief lesson in paddling basics, novices and experienced kayakers got into the boats
and set off for a guided paddle around DeWitt Lake. County Parks Conservation Education
Program Coordinator Shannon Lyaski gave a guided tour of the park flora and fauna. The
bladderwort was blooming, the turtles were sunning, and the day was mild and clear.
Special thanks to Tim Reed of Adventures in Fitness Inc. for donating his time,
instruction, and use of kayaks for this program!

Tim shows the basics of paddling.

What to do and NOT do in a boat.

Perfect day to be on the water.

Exploring DeWitt Lake.

Pond or Lake?

Painted Turtle basks
in the sun.
Seedlings

What is the difference between a pond and a lake?
A lake is a body of water in which sunlight does not
reach the bottom at the deepest point of the water
body. If sunlight reaches the bottom at all points
across the water body, it is considered a pond. This is
how very small bodies of water in the mountains are
called lakes. DeWitt Lake consistently has areas deep
enough where sunlight does not reach the bottom, so
it is called a lake.

Adventures in Fitness offers
wine tasting kayak tours!
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ACORNS Outdoor Learning Center

This spring has seen countless hours spent by Park staff, ACORNS
members, and community service groups on making improvements
to our beautiful Outdoor Learning Center!
Park staff worked hard to remove ample amounts of unwanted
brush from the Discovery Trail. This will make it easier for Park
visitors to take a leisurely stroll along the path and enjoy the scenic
views it has to offer.
ACORNS volunteers have also spent much of their time making
wonderful updates to the OLC. With the help of Park staff, ACORNS
members George Squires and Lewis Tandy tilled an area near the
birdfeeders that will be the home of our newest Pollinator Garden!
This garden will feature stepping stones so that one may walk
through and get a closer look at the plants and animals within it.
George and Cadette Girl Scouts raking the
Additionally, George and Lewis combined the two previous Pollinator
tilled land that will become the new
Gardens visible through the windows of the Wildlife Observation
Pollinator Garden.
Area into one large garden. ACORNS volunteers Heather, Landon,
and Ainsley Kent removed weeds from the gardens and walkways of
the OLC and in the gardens in front of the Interpretive Nature Center. New trees and other plants have been
planted throughout the OLC by volunteers as well.
Many of the improvements made to the OLC would not have been
possible without the work conducted by community service groups.
ACORNS, in collaboration with Leroy Rotary and ARC Day Rehab
members, removed weeds, mulched the gardens, worked on the
platform for the Dennis Wood Memorial Easel, and repaired picnic
tables during the United Way Day of Caring. Kathie Woika and her Girl
Scout Cadets helped rake the tilled land so that George and Lewis
could plant wildflower seed mix and trees in the new garden. The
scouts also removed weeds from the walkways and gardens of the
OLC. Students and adults from McQuaid Jesuit weeded the OLC
landscaping and large amounts of pesky thistle from the gardens in
front of the Interpretive Nature Center.

Members of the ARC Day Rehab and Leroy
Rotary came together to work on the OLC on
the United Way Day of Caring.

Seedlings

Thank you to everybody who has contributed to the upkeep of and
additions to the Outdoor Learning Center. Your work ensures we are
able to use the OLC as an interactive classroom to educate young
students on field trips, and provide a relaxing experience in nature for
the Park’s visitors.
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Denniston Wood Memorial

Friends and family celebrate the Denniston Wood Memorial at its dedication ceremony in its new home in the
Outdoor Learning Center. The memorial is a fully functional artist’s easel to be used by artists and Park visitors.

The Denniston Wood Memorial easel has been installed in the ACORNS Outdoor Learning Center thanks to
a collaborative effort between Park staff and volunteers. Dennis was a long-time, dedicated ACORNS
volunteer, professor, and artist. Dennis donated his time to the Genesee County Park & Forest by assisting
with many educational programs and through his attendance of ACORNS monthly meetings and field trips.
Time was not all that Dennis donated. He also made generous contributions of his own artwork and funded
the purchase of children’s field binoculars used during youth programs at the Park. Moreover, Dennis
provided beautiful note-cards for the ACORNS to sell as a fundraiser. The cards feature some of
his landscapes and wildlife paintings, and are available for purchase at the Interpretive Nature
Center. Dennis loved to share the joys of art as a professor at Genesee Community College, and taught a
beginner drawing class to the ACORNS as a volunteer training day. Dennis was a delightful person to be
around and is remembered for his quiet way of making people smile and laugh.
Last year, following a motion for funding by the ACORNS and a donation from Dennis’s wife, Jennifer
Wood, a fully functional artist’s easel was created as a memorial to Dennis. The memorial design was
created by Paul Osborn, Parks Supervisor, and Kurt Schwab, Genesee County Highway Sign Maintenance
Mechanic, which was then laser cut by Oxbo International. Genesee County Highway welder Rob Barone
adapted the donated easel to install the newly created art platform, which was then painted by DJ
Desjardins in the paint shop.
This spring, Park staff, ACORNS members George Squires and Jerome Gentry, and a volunteer from LeRoy
Rotary constructed the elevated walkway within the Outdoor Learning Center that has become the new
home of the Denniston Wood Memorial easel. Thanks to their combined efforts, Park visitors will be able to
use the memorial within the natural setting of the OLC. When standing next to the easel, one has an
excellent view of nearby birdfeeders and nest boxes, as well as what will become our newest Pollinator
Garden. Visitors may also use the easel to hold their own work as they bring their artistic visions to life. It
certainly should not be too difficult to find some artistic inspiration within the OLC.
Denniston Wood was a caring husband, father, grandfather, brother, uncle, friend, teacher, artist,
volunteer, and human being. His dedication to providing meaningful experiences to visitors of Genesee
County Park & Forest will not be forgotten and his commitment to this end will continue through the use of
his memorial. Thank you, Dennis.
Seedlings
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What’s New!
Thank you to National Grid for their assistance in removal of 18 trees
from along Memory Lane and Area S & D at the Genesee County Park
& Forest. They also cleared three trails of trees from the wind storm
in April. We appreciate their time and efforts as a generous donation
to the parks in observance of National Arbor Day.
We are grateful to announce that we have been awarded a
grant by the Genesee Finger lakes Chapter of the Air &
Waste Management Association (GFLAWMA) Earth Day Grant
Program. The Earth Day Grant project will fund the printing
and design of interpretive signage and trail brochures in the
existing kiosks at DeWitt Recreation Area. The trail
brochures will educate visitors about the history of the
County Park, its local ecology, and the story of its restoration processes that continue to develop in the park.
Our thanks to the Earth Day Grant program for making this possible for all visitors to enjoy!
Pavilion D at the Genesee County Park & Forest has been demolished and is scheduled to be replaced. The
site has been regraded in preparation for the foundation of the new structure, and to improve access by
wheelchair. The excess product from grading the pavilion D site was used to raise the Wetland Trail.
Construction of the new pavilion will be completed by Park Staff. The new pavilion will feature a peaked roof
in keeping with the aesthetic style of other park structures, will hold 150 people and offer electric and a water
spigot. The project is scheduled to be completed by June of 2019.
All four 16ft sections and railings of the new wetland bridge for the Ellicott Trail
Project were picked up in preparation of implementation. The bridge sections
designed by the County Highway Department. All involved are very pleased with
the final product. Work on the Ellicott Trail Project will proceed in the park from
the wetland bridge to Cedar Street.
The Bethany Center Road Bridge replacement over Rte 20 is currently expected to
be opened to traffic by September 1st. Delays may occur due to weather,
however the project is slated to be complete by the end of September!
Thanks to a generous donation by ACORNS, the honeybees at the Interpretive
Nature Center have a new home! The new observation hive purchased from
BetterBee features 5 frames and a front-opening door. This allows for easier and
more effective maintenance of the hive, switching out of frams and cleaning of
the observation glass. The bees seem very happy and the population of the hive
has grown. Come visit the observation hive and watch the bees’ activities in full
view! Bonus points if you can find the queen in this larger new hive! Displayed
next to the hive are posters and booklets that explain the fascinating lives of
honeybees. Honey made from Genesee County bees is available for sale at the
front desk. The Interpretive Nature Center is open 10 am to 4 pm Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays; 12 pm to 4 pm on Sundays.

Five Frame Observation Hive
Provided by ACORNS

Scout Opportunities
Genesee County Park & Forest and DeWitt Recreation Area provide a world of possible volunteer opportunities for Scouts
of all ages. Scouts may volunteer and earn service hours by giving trail reports, monitoring nest boxes, maintaining
garden beds, cleaning the Interpretive Center or participating in a number of other volunteer activities and events. Scouts
may also complete projects to fulfill Bronze, Silver, Gold Award requirements or Eagle Scout requirements at the Genesee
County Parks. Projects currently available at Genesee County Park & Forest include installation of Self-Guided Trail signs.
If you are interested in completing an Eagle Scout Project at the Park, please contact Paul Osborn at (585) 344-8508. For
volunteering or completing a Bronze, Silver, or Gold Award Project, please contact Shannon Lyaski at (585) 344-1122.

RSVP – Volunteering for 55 and Older
The Genesee County Park has been partnering with the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) since 2002, where
interested volunteers 55 and older have found meaningful volunteer activities close to nature and to their hearts. In
Genesee County, over 325 older adults serve our community as RSVP members. Their volunteer experiences range from
one-time events to weekly placements in one or more of our 20+ partner agencies. You can volunteer as little or as much
as you desire at the Genesee County Park and with other agencies in our community who rely on volunteers to achieve
their mission and goals. RSVP strives to connect volunteers with fruitful experiences based on individual interests and
abilities, so that together we can improve the quality of life in our community. For more information call the RSVP
Volunteer Placement Program at 585-343-1611 or visit the RSVP of Genesee County website
http://co.genesee.ny.us/departments/office_for_the_aging/volunteer_opportunities.php
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Thank You Program Sponsors!

Save the Date!! Coming Soon...
Watching Monarchs
Owl Prowl
Saturday September 8th 1:30 – 3:00 pm
Saturday October 13th 7:00 – 8:30 pm
September is Monarch Butterfly migration season in New
Discover the secrets of these mysterious, helpful birds of
York State!! Seize the last few days of summer and take
prey and explore the forest at night!! Listen for the calls of
part in a nation-wide Monarch conservation project, see how winged wildlife and learn about owls on a night hike through
they are tagged and released, and meet these masters of
the forest. Anything can happen on an Owl Prowl!
migration up close and personal. Learn about their
Recommended for ages 4 and up.
fascinating lives and discover what you can do to help them!
$5/person, $10/family. Rain Date: Oct. 20th
$5/person, $10/family.
Create-a-Critter
Orienteering Event
Saturday December 1st
Saturday September 15th 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Session 1: 10:30 am – 1:00 pm
Learn how to find your way without batteries or a cell phone
Session 2: 1:30 pm – 4:00 pm
signal, by using a map and compass! All materials provided, With a touch of creativity and hot glue, you can turn some
no experience needed! Orienteering is a family-friendly
pine cones, seed pods, and other natural materials into your
sport for all ages and ability levels. Presented by the
own unique creation! Sign up for either session, cost for
Rochester Orienteering Club. Beginner class and basic
each is $5/person, $10/family. Enjoy some quiet time,
training will be given from 9:00 am to 10:00 am.
laughs and family-friendly fun with your favorite people.
Orienteering start is open 10:00 am to 12:00 pm. All
Your critter can even be a perfect gift!
courses close at 3:00 pm.
All materials provided.
All courses close at 3:00 pm.
First Day Hike
Run for the ACORNS!!
Tuesday January 1st, 2019 Time: TBA
Sunday September 30th 8:00 am – 1:00 pm
Join us for a hike at the Genesee County Park & Forest on
Grab a friend and enjoy some great exercise and fun at Run the first day of the year! Start the year off right with time
for the ACORNS 5k/10k trail run and walk!! Surround
outdoors enjoying nature. Free Fun!
yourself in the beauty of the forest on trails over hills and
Call 585-344-1122 to sign up!
along Black Creek. All proceeds benefit the ACORNS, the
non-profit organization that supports the Genesee County
parks. https://runfortheacorns.shutterfly.com/
Programs take place at the Genesee County Park & Forest Interpretive Nature Center, 11095 Bethany Center Rd, East
Bethany, NY 14054 unless otherwise noted. Pre-registration is required for all programs. To register call (585) 344-1122.
For more information visit our website at http://www.co.genesee.ny.us/departments/parks/, or contact the Conservation
Education Program Coordinator at Shannon.Lyaski@co.genesee.ny.us or (585) 344-1122.
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Genesee County Park & Forest
Interpretive Nature Center
11095 Bethany Center Road
East Bethany, NY 14054
(585) 344-1122

Visit
www.co.genesee.ny.us/departments/parks/

HEY AMAZON SHOPPERS!!!
By using AmazonSmile, Amazon donates 0.5% of the price of
your eligible AmazonSmile purchases to the Association for the
Conservation Of Recreational and National Spaces (ACORNS),
when you follow this link:
https://smile.amazon.com/ch/20-8939341

Make a Difference!
We are helping to keep the earth clean while earning new
equipment and cash. You can help by saving used ink and toner
cartridges! Just come by the Genesee County Park Interpretive
Center and drop them off at the front desk!

Do you have nature-related books you would like to donate? We have a lending library for adults to
sign out books, take home and read. When you’re done, bring them back and sign out more!
To donate books please call the Interpretive Center at 585-344--1122 or send an email to
Shannon.Lyaski@co.genesee.ny.us. (Magazines and encyclopedias not needed)
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